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FIVE

WAYS

TO  UNLOCK

Mobile APP •

Fingerprint •

Password •

IC card •

Key •



MOB I L E  

APP

The smart lock allows you to

unlock via the mobile app

for iOS and Android

operating systems and

therefore covers almost the

entire mobile device market.

There are two options when

it comes to controlling the

lock through the app: the

bluetooth option allows you

to control and adjust when

you are near the lock. In case

you are away from home /

apartment / office, you can

unlock and monitor the

activities of the lock via the

application if the lock is

connected to WiFi.



Fingerprints are stored

only in the smart lock,

never in the "cloud"

and servers.

There is no need to be

afraid of hackers.

Identification speed

<0.1s

The number of prints

is not limited

Research has shown

that 80% of users

choose fingerprint

unlocking as their

favorite unlocking

method

F I NGERPR IN T

UNLOCK



Generate one or more codes

and assign them a "lifetime" as

needed. Great for renters who

very easily create a new code

only for current guests, which is

valid for exactly as many days /

weeks as the remaining guests.

Also, you can generate a code

that is only valid on a certain

day at a certain time. There is

also the ability to call each code

to make it easier to keep track

of who unlocked the door and

when.

Generating a code can be extremely useful

for apartment renters. Take for example

that the owner of the apartment lives in a

much remote location or even in another

country, and the very act of handing over

the keys to the guests is always exhausting.

However, if there is a smart lock on the door

of the apartment, a PIN can be easily

generated, which is sent to the guests via

message and is valid for exactly as many

days as the guest rented the apartment.

UNLOCK  WITH  A

PASSWORD



Place the IC card on the

marked spot on the

handle body and unlock

the door. The smart lock

comes with 3 such cards

(if necessary and more).

You can assign a name to

each card to make it

easier to keep track of the

unlock history.

Cards need to be coded

for your lock so that it only

matches that lock. This

process is very simple and

takes less than 2 minutes.

If you have a mobile

phone with the NFC

option, you can encode

the card with the phone

itself.

UNLOCK  WITH  

I C  CARD



The keyhole is hidden by a

metal cover because such a

traditional way of unlocking

is generally not used, except

in emergency situations. The

SLIM smart lock comes with

3 physical keys. The lock

contains a special B-type

cylinder that is 10 times safer

than a classic A-type

cylinder.

WITH  A  KEY



FOR HOTELS

Great designs and
styles for every
modern hotel.

ROOM
MANAGEMENT

Comes with TTHotel
management
software.





PRODUCTS :

slim

c.20

c.10

glasy

square lok.20

lok.10



AND MORE...



livmark@livmark.hr

www.livmark.hr

Clever life empowered by innovation.


